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What will we cover?
• LPA economic development 
incentive evaluations
• STAR bonds background
• Evaluating tourist visitation



Why did we evaluate STAR bonds?
• Kansas statute (K.S.A. 46-1137) requires LPA to evaluate 
economic development incentives.
• Each evaluation must include 3 elements:

• A description of the incentive, including its history and goals;
• A literature review, including an inventory of other states with 

similar incentives; and
• An estimate of the incentive’s economic and fiscal impact.



How did we evaluate STAR bonds?
• For our evaluation of STAR bonds’ economic and fiscal 
impact, we answered 2 questions:
• Do current STAR bond attractions satisfy the Department of 

Commerce’s tourism-related goals?
• How long will it take the state to break even on tax revenue it 

gave up supporting 3 selected STAR bond attractions?



What’s a STAR bond?
• STAR bonds are Sales Tax and Revenue bonds. They’ve 
been around since 1993.
• STAR bonds allow local governments to issue bonds to 
support development or redevelopment projects. These 
include a tourist attraction within a district the local 
government creates.
• They can help pay for property acquisition, site 
preparation, and infrastructure costs. They’re limited to 
50% of the project cost.



What’s a STAR bond?
• The Department of Revenue uses incremental sales 
tax revenues generated from the businesses in the 
STAR bond district to repay the bonds. In practice, 
mostly state revenue repays STAR bonds.
• STAR bonds must generally be retired in 20 years. At 
that time, the full amount of sales taxes from the 
district starts going to the state and local governments.
• Nevada and Illinois are the only 2 other states with 
similar programs. But neither has used their program 
since at least 2010.



How often are 
STAR bonds 
used?

Garden City Sports of 
the World ($29.5 M)

Dodge City Heritage 
Area ($28.5 M)

Salina Downtown 
Project ($18.3 M)

Goddard Olympic 
Park ($30.0 M)

Wichita River 
District ($60.0 M)

Manhattan Flint 
Hills Discovery 

Center ($50.0 M)

Hutchinson Salt 
Museum ($4.8 M)

Wichita Sports 
Forum ($71.3 M)

Derby Field Station: 
Dinosaurs ($34.8 M)

Topeka Heartland 
Park Racetrack 

($10.4 M)

Atchison Amelia 
Earhart Aviation 
Museum ($2.4 M)

Overland Park 
Prairiefire at 

Lionsgate 
($65.0 M)

Kansas City 
Village West 

($725.7 M)

• 12 cities have created 
13 STAR bond districts 
since 1993. They’ve 
issued over $1.1B in 
total STAR bonds.
• Kansas City’s Village 
West is likely the 
best-known district. It 
includes 6 of the 20 
attractions and 
accounts for 64% of 
all bonds.



Why did LPA evaluate 
tourism?
• Generating economic development 
through tourism is the primary 
purpose of STAR bonds. So, it’s an 
important measure of whether the 
program is having the intended 
effect.
• The Department of Commerce 
established 2 tourism-related goals. 
Each STAR bond attraction should 
draw:
• 20% of visitors from outside Kansas.
• 30% of visitors from at least 100 miles 

away.



How did LPA evaluate tourism?
• To determine how well STAR bond attractions drew 
tourists, we needed data. But the Department of 
Commerce didn’t have any, and attractions’ self-
reported tracking was uneven and unreliable.
• We bought location-based data from StreetLight. 
These data use smartphones and vehicle GPS systems 
to determine people’s home locations, work locations, 
and the beginnings and ends of their trips.
• StreetLight provided a large and representative 
sample from an objective third party.



How did LPA evaluate tourism?
• We reviewed calendar years 2018 and 2019. We 
excluded 2020 due to COVID-19.
• We excluded any attractions that weren’t complete 
and open to the public by early 2018. This left 16 of the 
20 attractions.
• We sought to isolate the non-resident, non-work trips 
to each district in these years.



How did LPA evaluate tourism?
• We requested parcel and 
tax unit GIS shapefiles from 
local governments to 
identify STAR bond 
districts’ boundaries. 
• These translated into 
“zones” in StreetLight’s 
system. 



How did LPA evaluate tourism?
• StreetLight’s data let us 
cut each attraction’s 
visitation in multiple ways, 
including visitors’:
• Home states
• Home metro areas
• Distances traveled
• Visitor demographics



How did LPA evaluate tourism?
• We had confidence in StreetLight’s visitor proportions, 
but we had less confidence in its absolute numbers. But 
no criteria about this existed anyway.
• StreetLight’s data represents about 110M devices from 
the US and Canada. They use traffic counters and census 
data to normalize their sample and ensure it’s 
representative of the distribution of the population.
• But StreetLight’s focus is vehicle traffic, not individuals.



What did 
we find? 

• Only 3 of the 16 
attractions we 
reviewed met one 
or both goals in 
2018 and 2019.

• Most Kansas City-
area attractions 
met only the non-
Kansas visitation 
goal.

• Most attractions 
were functionally 
local amenities.

Wichita Sports Forum

Wichita Riverwalk Phase II

Wichita Riverwalk Phase I

Village West T-Bones Stadium

Village West Schlitterbahn Waterpark (b)

Village West National Training Center

Village West Legends Retail

Village West Children's Mercy Park

Salina Fieldhouse

Overland Park Prairiefire Museum

Manhattan Flint Hills Discovery Center

Dodge City Heritage Area

Derby Field Station: Dinosaurs

30% benchmark 20% benchmark

Percent of visitors from 
outside Kansas
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Topeka Heartland Park

Hutchinson Underground Salt Museum

Percent of visitors from
100+ miles away

2019
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Village West Kansas Speedway (a)
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Audit objectives
• What factors caused delays in the Kansas Department 
of Labor’s unemployment claims processing during the 
COVID-19 pandemic? 
• What types of unemployment fraud schemes is the 
Kansas Department of Labor aware of and how are they 
being addressed? 
• What I’ll cover:

• Brief background on Unemployment Benefits
• How fraud schemes occurred in Kansas during the Pandemic
• Methodology and results from our fraud estimate



Unemployment background
• In Kansas, the Regular Unemployment Insurance 
Program is administered by the Kansas Department of 
Labor (KDOL) and gives financial aid to unemployed 
individuals
• In 2020, the federal government created several 
temporary unemployment insurance programs to help 
individuals who lost their jobs due to COVID-19. 
• Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)
• Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC)
• Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC)



Fraud schemes
• Nationally, fraudsters targeted the Pandemic 
Unemployment Assistance (PUA) program because of 
weaknesses in its application process.
• Fraudsters relied on large-scale identify theft to exploit 
those weaknesses in PUA’s application process. Allowed 
them to apply multiple times.   
• Fraudsters maximized payment by claiming backpay 
and receiving additional benefits (FPUC). 
• Fraudsters also began to hit the state’s regular 
unemployment insurance program in late 2020.



KDOL’s fraud detection process
• KDOL’s fraud detection process was designed to detect 
wage fraud in the Regular Unemployment program, not 
large-scale imposter fraud.
• Claims processing system was outdated and disorganized, 

causing delays and errors
• Relied on employers to report suspicious activity
• Manually reviewed wage reports
• Manually reviewed claims data for suspicious information



KDOL’s claims data
• We requested and received claims applications data from 
KDOL. The data consisted of all unemployment applications 
that KDOL received from January 2020 – February 2021, for 
both state and federal programs.
• KDOL first sent us an incomplete, preliminary dataset. Due 
to time constraints, we decided to begin our fraud work on 
this dataset rather than wait for the final, complete dataset.
• This limited the number of viable methodologies.

• We concluded that using a neural network model to analyze 
claims would give us the greatest flexibility and accuracy.



LPA’s fraud estimate
• Neural networks are a form of machine learning that can help 
replicate human decision making. This kind of model is structured 
in a way that’s conducive to complex pattern detection.
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LPA’s fraud estimate
• A neural network is a form of “supervised machine learning,” 
which means the model must first train itself on a set of 
preexisting data with known outcomes.
• In this case, there was no preexisting dataset with known 
outcomes. We had to make one.
• We manually reviewed a random sample of 1,000 claims 
applications looking for 26 indicators of fraud. These 
indicators included:
• Duplicate passwords, usernames, phone numbers, etc.
• Suspicious address patterns, SSN regional codes, area codes, 

etc.
• Unusual email domains, partial duplicate emails.



LPA’s fraud estimate
• 3 different auditors reviewed each claim and scored them 
independently. Individual results were then combined into a final 
determination of fraud or not.

• Under normal circumstances, using simple sample estimation 
would be sufficient. In this case, however, it wasn’t feasible.
• Sampling with outdated datasets.
• Different payout amounts.
• Finding individual fraudulent claims.

• The neural network did not have those sample problems because 
this kind of model searches for fraud on a claim-by-claim basis. It 
also assigns a probability to each claim, allowing us to set 
confidence thresholds.



LPA’s fraud estimate
• We used the results of our sample to train the neural 
network. We then used it to identify fraud in the final 
dataset of all unemployment claims from January 2020 
to February 2021 (about 1.08 million claims).
• About 1 day of prep and sample review. Mere seconds 
for training and final analysis.
• Automating the auditor decision making process.

• “Auditor eyes” on every single claim.
• Achieved in seconds what would have taken auditors years.



LPA’s fraud 
estimate

• We estimated about $700 
million in potentially 
fraudulent payments could 
have been made in Kansas 
during the pandemic. 
• Ultimately, our estimate is a 
combination of the neural 
network results and claims 
KDOL already flagged as 
fraud in its data. 



LPA’s fraud 
estimate
• Of the estimated $700 
million in fraudulent 
payments, about half ($343 
million) came from federal 
funds and half ($344 
million) from state funds.



LPA’s fraud 
estimate
• A little more than half of all 
claims filed during the 
pandemic could have been 
fraudulent. 
• About 30% of those attempts 
were paid.
• About 70% of fraudulent 
attempts were stopped, 
which we estimate had a 
value of about $2 billion.



https://open.spotify.com/show/1crKrr9O3AD9Zx4ea3szGw?si=d8474f1450a94d86
https://www.facebook.com/KansasLPA
https://www.kslpa.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kansas-lpa-566a46182/
https://twitter.com/KsAudit/
https://podcasts.apple.com/podcast/id1472599161
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